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➢ The Lamy Group had numerous 

meetings with ‘innovators’

➢Unanimous answers of all ‘innovators’ 

was that ‘multidisciplinarity’ was the 

main trigger for ‘innovation’
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‘Innovation’ in university settings

How often do monodisciplinary 

university studies correlate with the 

ever more present focus on 

inter/multi/transdisciplinary research?

➢ some challenges
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A vast amount of theoretical literature

available on the topic

Distinction between empirical and orientational knowledge

Empirical knowledge should transform into orientational

knowledge which is by definition culturally defined and 

socially implemented.

(Jürgen Mittelstraß (1982) Wissenschaft als Lebenform)

(Mittelstraß, J. (1982) Wissenschaft als Lebensform. Reden über philosophischer

Orientierungen in Wissenschaft und Universität. Suhrkamp Verlag, Frankfurt am Main.)
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Nature, Volume 525, 17 September 2015

http://www.nature.com/news/interdisciplinarity-how-to-catalyse-collaboration-1.18343
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➢ A successful endeavor is without a doubt the establishment of 

the Facility for Advancing Water Biofiltration that brought 

together in the beginning more than 20 researchers and PhD 

students across civil engineering, ecology and sociology at 

Monash University in Melbourne, Australia. 

➢ The collaboration between SSH researchers and the engineers 

involved, provided many challenges in the beginning, but with 

very high investments and mutual willingness to understand 

different methodologies and approaches to research topics has 

proven to be more than successful.
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➢ At present, the Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) for Water 

Sensitive Cities, which developed out of the multidisciplinary 

endeavor covering both SSH as well a whole range of 

technical and natural sciences, now comprises a partnership of 

more than 85 organizations, including 13 research institutions, 

and around 230 researchers and PhD students from more than 

20 disciplines and subdisciplines.

➢ This very impressive endeavor can be seen as innovation at its 

best, and has become an Australian export since it has been 

implemented in Singapore, China and Israel.
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Rene at the University of Zagreb

Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER) 

Faculty of Education and Rehabilitation Sciences 

(ERF)

in collaboration with

The Croatian Institute for Brain Research
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➢Snapshot examples show that the origins of 

‘innovation’ can occur in university settings
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➢ One of the fundamental aims of ‘interdisciplinarity’ 

should be raising the awareness of university 

students to the importance of ‘orientational 

knowledge’, that is, making them aware that the 

knowledge they acquire has a higher dimension, 

and that the research that they do during university 

studies is not related only to hardcore facts, but that 

it should also be viewed in a much wider context
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„During the first semester, a course in biomedical 
communication including philosophy of science and bioethics is 
given, (...)”
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➢ Humanities and Social Sciences help 
bridge and combine different ‘cultures 
of knowledge’

➢ New ‘networks of knowledge’ are 
embedded in ‘cultures of knowledge’ in 
two basic senses:

➢ embedded in different cultural, 
historical, etc. contexts

➢ embedded in different scholarly
traditions/cultures of disciplines
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The challenges in a nutshell

➢The need to bridge ‘cultures of knowledge’

➢The factor of time (funders usually do not calculate 
with the fact that multidisciplinary research takes more 
time)

➢Time is also of the essence in the necessary 
combining of the different cultures of knowledge in 
university programs – should start as soon as possible 
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➢Such an approach is an excellent basis 

for ‘building partnerships’ of mutual 

respect  
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Thus, one of the fundamental ways of 

‘building partnerships’ for triggering off 

environments for ‘innovation’ are 

university settings both in the sense of 

research and course programs 
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THANK YOU!
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